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Happy Summer. With this heat, do we want to talk about
the snow? Hopefully everyone should be busy or, at
least, as busy as you want to be. I hope that we can all
remember to have some time to relax, spend time with
family or friends, and do the things that make us happy.
Down time is important to rejuvenate our body and minds.
Make sure to step back from time to time to rejuvenate. If
you overwork yourself, you’re just going to burn out, get
sicker, and eventually do a disservice to your boss, your
career, and your health.
With that said I would like to point out the top 6 health
benefits of taking time off from work.
1. Reset Yourself Mentally. Nothing can lead to an anxiety
attack faster than working a million days in a row. Taking
even one day off can help reset yourself mentally and
make it easier to have a clear head once back at work.
You need to give your brain, and yourself, some rest.
2. Feel Way More Productive When You Return. You
know the refreshed feeling you get when you take a
few minutes away from your desk or work truck? Well
imagine what a whole day, or week, could do for your
productivity.
(Continued on page 2)

(Continued from page 1)
3. Gain A Better Work/Life Balance. Taking time off helps remind you that you are, in fact, a person. And
probably a person who has interests and hobbies! So take the time to remember what they are, and
make sure you schedule them into your routine.
4. Realize You Need To, and Can, Stop Taking Work Home. People are finding it more difficult than ever
to leave work at work. After all, you get emails all day on your phone so it seems normal to continue the
day even after you’ve left the office. Many people are putting in extra hours, or using their smartphones
to be on call when they’re not physically at work. Take a night off and break yourself of this habit when
you can.
5. Rekindle Your Relationships. Are you the type to push off dates with your family or friends in favor
of time at the office? If this is the case, you need a reality check. While work is incredibly important,
and it’s wonderful to focus on your career, it’s also imperative to your mental health to work on your
relationships. Allow yourself to take the occasional Friday off for a near-home adventure, or take a week
to hit up Cancun (or wherever) with family/friends. You’ll be glad you did.
6. Reset Your Focus. Are you even happy at work, or do you just trudge there out of pure habit? Having
some alone time can help you refocus your goals and gain perspective. You may find that a day off gets
your gears turning and can make your career have a new life. Or, at the very least, it may inspire you to
make changes at your current job so it better fits your desires. It’s worth a try!
Taking time away from work may sound like a totally impossible prospect, but it’s not. You deserve a break,
and probably have some vacation days racking up. So cash them in, and give yourself some much needed
time off. I hope everyone is having a great summer and please remember what Lily Tomlin once said, “For
fast-acting relief, try slowing down.”
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BEYOND WOOL CLOTHES & CARPET:
WHERE TO LOOK FOR FABRIC PESTS
Reprinted with permission from Techletter.com
Fabric pests such as clothes moths, carpet beetles,
and hide beetles are found not only in woolen
clothing and carpets. They can be found infesting
almost anything made of animal materials such as
feathers, furs, pet hair, even brush bristles, animal
nests and accumulations of dead insects. To do a
thorough inspection, think beyond the obvious.

corners, and in closets. Look for accumulations of
lint and hair inside floor registers, air ducts, and
clothes dryer vents.

Ask about woolen clothing, blankets, down pillows
or comforters, or rugs that have been stored or
unused for some time. Woolens that were not drycleaned before storage are most susceptible to
infestation. Occasionally cotton, linen, silk, rayon
and other fabrics may be infested if soiled.

Ask if there have been problems lately with
mice, rats, birds, bats, squirrels or other animals
inside the house or in attics, garages, chimneys,
basements. Check these areas, if accessible,
for evidence of carpet or hide beetles on animal
carcasses and in animal nests. Check attics for
wasp nests or accumulations of dead insects such
as cluster flies.

Look for old, overstuffed chairs or sofas. If these
have woolen fabric covers, are stuffed with animal
hair, or have accumulations of pet hair, they could
be the source of fabric pests.
Ask where the pets sleep. Look for accumulations
of pet hair in these areas or pet bedding that is
matted with pet hair.
Use a knife or small spatula to pull out bits of lint
from under baseboards, the edges of wall-towall carpeting, and around the bottoms of door
thresholds. Check the underside of wool rugs.
Check for accumulations of lint, crumbs, and pet
hair under heavy furniture, under beds, in dark

Fabric pests can be found in rodent carcasses,
animal nests, and in accumulations of hair where
pets rest.

Look for animal-based decorative objects on
shelves or hanging on walls--items such as animal
trophies, oriental rugs, anything made of wool,
horn, hide, feathers, or bone.
Finally, check other possible infestation sites:
piano felts or felt backing, insect collections, dried
flower arrangements, natural bristle hair or clothes
brushes, fur coats, bee or yellowjacket nests inside
wall voids, and horsehair insulation behind old
plaster. Carpet beetles can also be found infesting
stored food products, seeds (including seed
pictures), pet food, and rodent bait.
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READ AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS:
ALWAYS SOUND ADVICE
Mike Murray, Pesticide Program Manager
Wisconsin Department of Agriculture,
Trade and Consumer Protection • michael.murray@wi.gov
Think about the insecticides and rodenticides you
routinely use on the job. You can probably list some
label requirements without much thought – wear
gloves and a long-sleeved shirt when applying,
for example. But do you know what the label says
about applying that product at an unusual site, or
to control a pest you’ve never handled before?

Note that a
void is a space
in a wall or
block, a crawl
space, or
a similar area that people and animals generally
cannot access.

Remember that every label states, “It is a violation
of federal law to use this product in a manner
inconsistent with its labeling.” So when you have
a new pest or job site, it’s your responsibility to
read the label and find out what it says about these
unfamiliar situations. Otherwise, you might be
facing a pesticide misuse violation, even if no harm
results.

Misunderstanding what an indoor space
is. Any place where sunlight and weather will
not degrade the applied pesticide is probably
considered an indoor space. It doesn’t matter if the
space has doors that can be locked or opened to
the air. So:

Below are some examples we see of misuse arising
from failure to follow the label instructions in outof-the-ordinary structural applications.

• Enclosed stairwells and crawl spaces are indoor
spaces, even though they may not be living
spaces.

Using a pesticide inside when it’s labeled
for outdoor use. Some products can be used

Confusion about how pesticides may be
used in different kinds of indoor spaces. For

both indoors and outdoors, some can be used only
indoors or only outdoors. There may be exceptions,
too. For example:
• Temprid® FX is labeled for numerous indoor sites;
for outdoor spot, crack and crevice applications;
and for treatment of “voids”.
• Termidor® SC labeling states, “DO NOT use
indoors, except for applications into structural
voids.”
• Prozap® zinc phosphide tracking powder may
be used only “inside homes, industrial and
agricultural buildings, and similar manmade
structures. The only exception is that the product
may also be dusted from the outside of the
building into structural voids.”
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• Opening a garage door while you apply the
pesticide does not make it an outdoor space.

example, the label may prohibit using an indoor
pesticide in food preparation areas, animal housing
areas, or areas where children and pets spend
time.
To quote the University of Wisconsin Pesticide
Applicator Training Manual: “It is extremely
important that you read, understand and follow all
the information on the pesticide label. Without it,
you cannot use the product safely and effectively
no matter how knowledgeable or experienced you
may be.”
We know that label language is not always as
straight forward as it could be.Feel free to contact
me for clarification: Michael.Murray@wi.gov or
608-224-4551.

NOELLE SOPOTNICK,
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER
“I would like to extend my sincere gratitude to the
Wisconsin Pest Control Association for your generosity in
awarding me one of your scholarships. Thank you so much
for assisting me in my pursuit of a Bachelor of Science
in Human Development and Family Studies from the
University of Wisconsin-Stout.
I was first connected to the WPCA two years ago when I
learned that, through my father’s role as the IT manager
for Wil-Kil Pest Control Company, I was eligible to apply
for your assistance. Receiving this scholarship will help
me to complete my senior year at UW-Stout, Wisconsin’s
polytechnic university. I have been living and learning there
for three years and have greatly enjoyed my time there.
My concentration within Human Development and Family Studies is social work, and I plan to pursue a
Master of Social Work upon completing my undergraduate degree. Within social work, I plan to specialize in
child welfare and go on to work in that field. I am looking forward to all the future holds and am so grateful
for your investment in making that future a reality. Thank you again for your generosity.”
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PARCOBLATTA—NOT YOUR TYPICAL ROACHES
PJ Liesch, Extension Entomologist, UW Madison
Insect Diagnostic Lab • pliesch@wisc.edu
Of the 4,500+ roach species on the planet, most
are surprisingly beneficial, non-pest species that
help break down and “recycle” fallen plant leaves,
rotting fruit, and similar materials. However, ask
just about anyone their thoughts of cockroaches
and you’d almost certainly get a negative view. The
reason?—it’s a classic case of a few bad apples
ruining the bunch.
When you deal with cockroaches in the Midwest,
the German cockroach (Blattella germanica) is THE
key species of concern and, worldwide, perhaps
the “worst apple.” We also encounter American,
Oriental, brown-banded, and a few other species
of roaches in the pest control industry, although
typically much less frequently than the German
roach. These pest species aren’t native to our
region but have been transported around the
globe and readily adapt to human environments.
Interestingly, we do have native cockroaches in
the Midwest—the “wood” roaches (Parcoblatta
species)—although most folks aren’t aware of
their existence and won’t encounter these roaches
unless they specifically go looking for them. The
multiple species of Parcoblatta roaches that occur
in North America primarily fall into the category
of beneficial “recyclers” as they tend to inhabit
decaying trees, logs, and stumps out in the woods.
On occasion, the Parcoblatta roaches can be a
minor pest if they accidentally sneak indoors, but
control is relatively easy once you properly identify
the roaches and understand their biology.
Mature Parcoblatta roaches possess wings and
are roughly the same size as, or slightly larger
than, adult German cockroaches. With some of
the Parcoblatta species, the body is dark with
pale margins on the wings and the pronotum
(“neck”), which is strikingly different than the
two parallel dark bands possessed by German
roaches. However, some Parcoblatta roaches have
a lighter appearance and lack the conspicuous
pale borders. With such a color pattern, they can
sometimes resemble German roaches. Luckily,
there’s a feature on the forelegs that allow for
easy separation of the two types. Examine the

femur (first large leg
segment close to the
body) of the foreleg under
magnification for a row
of spines. On German
roaches the spines will
all be roughly the same
size along the femur,
but on the Parcoblatta
roaches the spines start
out large and abruptly
change to small spines
half-way down the femur
(see image). The setting
is another clue that you might be dealing with
Parcoblatta roaches. Because they’re associated
with wooded areas, it’d be rare to encounter
Parcoblatta roaches in urban areas. Homes or
cabins in heavily wooded areas are where you’d
expect to bump into these native roaches.
When it comes to controlling cockroaches, we
typically focus on efforts such as reducing/
eliminating harborage areas, sanitation to remove
food and water sources, baits, and a combination
of insecticide treatments. With the Parcoblatta
roaches, slightly different tactics are needed. In
contrast to the German and other roaches that
can infest buildings, the Parcoblatta roaches
are really more of an “outdoor invader.” Due to
their high moisture demands, these insects fare
poorly indoors, and survival is limited especially
with modern HVAC and air conditioning systems
that help keep humidity down. Due to the threat
of desiccation indoors, it’s very unlikely that
Parcoblatta roaches would be able to establish an
infestation within a building. Altering the landscape
around a structure to remove rotting trees, logs,
stumps, and plant debris, and keeping a plantfree barrier around a home’s foundation, can help
reduce run-ins with Parcoblatta roaches. Physical
exclusion to seal up entrance points and the use
of residual insecticides around a home’s exterior
foundation are additional important steps to keep
these roaches outside. In addition, homes that use
firewood for heating or ambiance can sometimes
bring Parcoblatta roaches in with the wood, so
keep that in mind if a client stockpiles firewood in
or alongside a home.
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BUGS AND BASIL:
INSECTICIDES AND VEGGIES DON’T ALWAYS MIX
The following article appeared in Mike Merchant’s blog, Insects in the City, which can be found at
https://insectinthecity.blogspot.com. The blog offers news and commentary about the urban pest
management industry and is reprinted here with permission of the author.
Who wants to eat insecticide? Not me, and I’m
guessing certainly not your customers.
So if your company does residential pest control,
are your employees trained to know what to do
when they encounter a vegetable garden, fruit,
or nut tree in a backyard? And are they trained to
answer a customer’s questions about the safety of
their insecticides around vegetables or herbs?
I’m guessing this subject is not commonly
addressed in technician training classes. I was
asked by an industry sales representative this
week: “Is it appropriate for a technician to be
recommending that a homeowner simply wash
their vegetables after having their yard treated for
mosquitoes, or should the vegetables should be
thrown away?”
The answer to this question depends on whether
the plants were directly exposed to the spray and
what the label says.
I did a quick review of the common mosquito
adulticides used in backpack sprayers. None
of them allow application to edible plants. The
Suspend® Polyzone label, for example, says
“do not apply this product to edible crops.” The
Fendona® label says to not use on vegetable
gardens. Some make no mention of vegetables or
edible crops at all. And when it comes to edible
plants, if application is not explicitly mentioned, it’s
not allowed.
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WILL PESTICIDES MAKE A PLANT TOXIC?
Of course many insecticides, including some of
the active ingredients in your tool kit, are used
legally on crops all the time by farmers. This is
allowed by the EPA only if that pesticide has been
granted a tolerance for a given crop, and certain
days-to-harvest intervals are followed. These
rules work to ensure that any pesticide residues
left after a pesticide application are below levels
of concern for human health. The 2016 Pesticide
Data Program survey by USDA (available at https://
www.ams.usda.gov/datasets/pdp) shows that this
system works. Out of 10,000 market food samples
analyzed in the study, over 99 percent had residues
well below the EPA established tolerances. More
than 23 percent had no detectable pesticide
residue.
So insecticide residues on plants are not
necessarily toxic, especially when label directions
are followed and adequate time passes to allow
the product to naturally degrade. The products
we use in pest control may be the same active
ingredients used by farmers; but they may differ in
concentration and formulation. Most importantly,
pest control insecticides do not carry foodtreatment labels so they cannot legally be used on
edible crops.
Talstar® products, for example, consist of the active
ingredient bifenthrin, the same active ingredient
used by farmers and even home gardeners under

a variety of trade names. The Talstar® P label for
mosquito control, however, says “not to apply to
bearing fruit or nut trees or vegetables or edible
crops.” To a law judge it won’t matter whether
other formulations allow application to food crops.
To a judge enforcing FIFRA requirements, you must
follow the label on the product you are using.
SPRAY CONTAMINATION
If an insecticide is deliberately sprayed on an edible
crop or plant, and the product is not labeled for
such use, the plant would not considered safe by
EPA standards. The implication is that all of the
plant, or at least the edible parts, should be thrown
away. Your customer could replant, of course,
unless prohibited by the label.
Labels generally do not, however, prohibit use of
these products in the vicinity of a vegetable garden.
I assume this means that if you take care to keep
sprays directed away from vegetable gardens,
any incidental drift from nearby spraying with a
coarse spray, aerosol or mist generator equipment
should not be a problem. Likewise, thermal foggers
and ULV applications used nearby should leave
insignificant residues as long as the application
orifices are directed away from edible plants at all
times.
Of course, applicators should always be aware
of weather conditions and the locations of edible
plants. If wind is blowing toward a garden, upwind
applications should be avoided.
So what should you do if a fruit, nut, vegetable or
herb is is accidentally over-sprayed? Such a plant
should be pulled, or else the produce should be left
uneaten or discarded, by the customer.
SYSTEMIC INSECTICIDES
Some insecticides are “systemic,” meaning they
have enough water solubility to be taken up by
plant roots and translocated to other parts of the
plant. Although the EPA allows some systemic
insecticides on crops, in general systemics are not
labeled for use on food crops because they can
leave residues in edible plant tissues that do not
quickly degrade.
Insecticides containing neonicotinoids and
acephate are examples of PMP insecticides that

Backpack mistblowers are commonly used for applying
residual insecticides to mosquito resting sites; but mists
should be applied carefully to avoid drift onto fruit and nut
trees and vegetable gardens.

may be systemic in plants. These include products
like Merit®, Premise®, Transport®, Tandem®, Alpine®,
Temprid®, Orthene®, and others. Herbs and other
root or leafy vegetables exposed to systemic
insecticides should be considered contaminated
for the season and should not be consumed.
Some termiticides can also be systemic in plants,
leading to concerns about vegetable gardens
planted next to homes treated for termites.
Fipronil, for example, is slightly systemic in some
plants; and the Termidor® SC label says not to
“apply around edible plants.” The label does not
say explicitly how far away an edible plant must
be, although the Premise® 2 label (whose active
ingredient, imidacloprid, is much more water
(Continued on page 0)
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(Continued from page 9)
soluble) is more specific. It says to “not treat within
a distance of one foot out from the drip line of
edible plants.” The Premise® guideline, therefore,
is probably a good, conservative guidelines for all
termiticides. Keep the outermost leaves of garden
plants at least a foot away from any soil-applied
termiticide and you should be OK.
WASHING
Regarding washing, your technician may want
to suggest vegetable washing to a concerned
customer whose nearby yard or house perimeter
has been treated with an insecticide spray.
Washing is a good idea whether pesticides have
been used or not. The best washing technique
includes a pre-rinse with a 10% vinegar solution
(for germ control) followed by 30 seconds of tap
water. This is a great way to remove urban dust,
microorganisms and traces of pesticides from
vegetable and fruit surfaces.
WOULD YOU RECOGNIZE AN EDIBLE PLANT?
Lastly, can you and your technicians tell a basil
from a begonia, a mint from a marigold, or a pear
from a poplar? Any applicator wanting to follow
label directions around a home needs to be aware
of what plants are present. We all don’t have to be
botanists, or know all the local tree species; but we
should recognize the most common fruit and nut
trees, herbs, and vegetables. Would you know what
the common herbs sage, basil, or rosemary look
like? Sounds like a good exercise for training day.
When visiting a residence the first time, ask your
customer if they have any herbs, fruit trees, nut
trees, or vegetables that you need to be aware of.
Today’s gardeners are more likely to plant edible
plants within flower gardens, so you might have
a basil plant or a tomato plant growing among
the daisies. Assume your customers are organic
in their vegetable garden and avoid these areas
accordingly.
Believe me, your customers will appreciate any
extra consideration you give to their home gardens.
Treat them well and they might even greet you at
the door with a big bag of zucchini.
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BOOK REPORT

The PCT Technician’s Handbook,
4th Edition is now available.
The handbook provides pest
management professionals with
access to the most important
identification and management
information for 100 commonly
encountered pests. The 340page book includes:
• Chapters on IPM, Inspection
& Monitoring, Identification &
Control, Equipment, and Safety
• Two-page Pest Profiles for 100
major pests
• Pest Management Case Studies
• Taxonomic Key
• Full-color Pest Identification Guide
A must-have resource for all pest management
professionals, the book is priced so that you can
order copies for your entire staff. Visit https://store.
pctonline.com/en/pct-technicians-handbook-4thedition to purchase yours.
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Wisconsin Pest Control Association
PO Box 534
Fond du Lac, WI 54936

MARK YOUR CALENDAR!

WPCA SPRING TRAINING CONFERENCE
FEBRUARY 12-13, 2019

WPCA RECOGNIZES THESE MEMBER BUSINESSES FOR
THEIR DEDICATION TO THE PROFESSION
Pest Control Members
AAA Pest Management
ABC Exterminating, Inc.
Advance Wildlife Control
Affordable Pest Solutions
Alternative Pest Solutions
American Pest Solutions
Arrow Pest Control, Inc.
Badgerland Pest Control
Batzner Pest Control Inc.
Bauer Wildlife and Pest Solutions
Bay Pest Solutions
Blue Pest Control & Home Services
Bourn Pest Solutions
Bugman & Queenbee, Inc.
Central Wisconsin Pest Control
Clean Kill Pest Control, Inc.
Copesan Services, Inc.
Critter Gitters, Inc.
DeBoer Pest Control
Ehlers Pest Management
Eliminator Pest Management Co.
Elite Pest Solutions
Erdye’s Pest Control
Erspamer Pest Management
Family First Pest Management
Farm Fly Services
First Choice Pest Solutions
GoPestTech
Guardian Pest Solutions, Inc.
Kwik Kill Pest Control, Inc.
Madsen Pest Management
MVP Pest Control

Nexus Pest Solutions
North Shore Pest Control
Pest Control Solutions NOW.Com
Pest Management Solutions
Port Supply & Property Management
Premier Pest Elimination (PPE)
Professional Pest Control, Inc.
Prompt Action Pest Control
Pro-Tec Pest Control
Pure and Simple Solution
Safeway Pest Management Co., Inc.
Spectrum Pest Control Eco-Tech
Terminator Pest Control
The Bug Blaster, Inc.
The Bug Bomber
Triumph Pest Solutions
Up North Services, Inc.
Urban Pest Solutions
Valley Pest Control
Werner Pest & Odor Control
Wild Things Animal Damage Control
Vendor/Associate Members
A-Action Pest Control
Allergy Technologies
Anstar Products
BASF
Bayer Environmental Sciences
Bell Labs
Bird-B-Gone
Briostack Software
Cardinal Professional Products
Catchmaster

Central Life Sciences / Zoecon
City of Mke Housing Authority Environmental Services
Contree Sprayer & Equipment
Ensystex, Inc.
Gardner Manufacturing
JT Eaton
K9BedBugDetectionService
Mattress Safe, Inc.
Nisus Corporation
NSI/West Bend Mutual Insurance Co.
Orkin
Ortho Molecular
Pelsis
Pest Control Supplies
Pest Management Supply
Plunkett Pest Control
Pumptec, Inc.
Rhodes Chemical
Rose Pest Solutions
R-Pro Partners & Solutions
Santa Fe Dehumidifiers - Therma-Stor
Schopen Pest Solutions, Inc.
Smithereen Company
Syngenta Professional Products
Target Specialty Products
Tomahawk Live Trap
Trece
Univar
VM Products
Wil-Kil Pest Control

* If we somehow omitted your company’s name, please let us know so we may correct the error.
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